Precision of total and regional body fat estimates from dual-energy X-ray absorptiometer measurements.
To evaluate the precision of both total %fat and all the regional %fat measures acquired from both the Lunar Prodigy and Lunar iDXA software. Cross-sectional study. University-based research laboratory. The sample consisted of 300 individual test records from men and women who had volunteered to participate in dual-energy x-ray absorptiometer (DXA) technician precision training studies. Subjects ranged in age from 20-84 years and in body mass index from 15.7-52.0 kg.m-2. A total of 27 different technicians performed three total body scan measurements on 10-15 different subjects. The Lunar Prodigy and Lunar iDXA were used for 253 and 47 precision training evaluations, respectively. The regions of interest (ROI) were automatically determined by the enCORE software (autoROI) for total body, android, gynoid, trunk, legs, and arms regions and the region %fat data were used for analyses. The CV for total body %fat was 1.9% and 0.9% for the Prodigy and iDXA, respectively. CV's for %fat measures at regional sites ranged from 1.2-4.4% for the Prodigy measures and 0.9-2.4% for the iDXA measures. The ICC for both devices ranged from 0.990 to 0.999. Monitoring the status of body composition changes with age is gaining more clinical acceptance. Thus, it is important that practitioners use measures that are both precise and accurate. The findings from the current study add support that DXA measurements can be used with a high level of confidence for serial testing of patients.